Introduction
l[' W( COilSJdcr ~ natural lttnguages as a sLr~,lcLtire lno(lelled by a formal grammar we do not consider il any more as a language thal. is used. Formal (contextfree) grammars are often advocated as a model lbr l, he "linguistic competence" of an ideal }tal;ural l~m-guage user. It is also 1,oticed that this mat}mmatical concept is far froln at su{Iicieut model for describing all aspects of the language. What cannot be expressed by this model is tile fact thai. some sentences or phrases are more likeley to occur than others. ']'his notion of occurrence refers to the use of language and thereR)re considering this kind of statistical knowledge about language has to do with the pragmatics of language laid down in a corpus of the language. With a particular context of use in mind a syntactically ambiguous sentence will often have a most, likely meaning and hence a most likely mlalysis. Some of the shortcomings of the pure (context-free) grammar model can maybe be solved by stochastic gralmnars, a model that makes it possible to incorporate certain statistical facts about the language nse into a model of the possible structures of sentences as we conceive them from a mathematical, formal, point of view. Natural languages are now seen as stochastic; a user of a langnage as a stochastic source producing sentences. A stochastic language over some alphabet E is simply a formal language L over i3 together with a probability function 05 assigning to each string a: in the language a real mn-nber 05(a,) in [0, 1] . Since 05(a:) is interpreted as the chance that tile event x, or the event that a language-source produces x, will occur, it will be clear that the sum of 4)(x) where x ranges over all possible sentences is equal to one. Tile stochastic language is called context free if tile language L is context-free.
The usual grammatical model for a stochastic context-free language is a context-free gramm~u' I,ogcther with a probability function f that assigns a real mnnber in [0, 1] to each of the productions of the grammar. The Ineaning of this Nnction is the followint. A step in a derivation of a sententia] form, in which a nonterminal A is rewritten using production p has chance f(p) to occur, independent of which A is rewri{,ten in the sentential form and indepelident of the history of the proces l, hat produced the sentential form. The probability of a derivation(-tree) is the product of the probabilities of bile derivation steps that produces the tree. The probability of a sentence generated by tin, gramnm.r is the sum of the probabilities of all the. trees of' a sentence. So given a stochastic grammar we can compute the probabilities of all its sentences. The distribution language generated by a stochastic grammar G, I)L(G), is defiued as the set o[' all deriw~tion trees with their probabilities. 'Che stochast, ic language generated by a stochastic grammar (7, HL(G), is defined as the set of all sentences generated by the grammar with their probabilities. A stochastic gr~mmlar G is an adequate model of a language L if on its basis we can correctly compute tile probabilities of the sentences in the hmgnage L. Of course this assumes a statistical analysis of a language corpus. A stochastic grammar that generates a stochastic language is called consistent. languages. In this paper we present a more adequate model, the weakly restricted stochastic grammar model. We give necessary and sufficient conditions to test in an efficient way whether such a grammar defines a stochastic language. Moreover, we will show that these grammars can be transformed into an equivalent model of the usual type. The nice thing about the new model is that it models "contextdependent" probabilities of production-rules directly in terms of the grammar specification of the language and not in terms of some particular implementation of the grammar as a parser. The latter is done by Briscoe and Carroll [3] by assigning probabilities to the transitions of the LR-parser constructed for the grammar. In section 2 weakly restricted grammars are introduced, in section 3 conditions for their consistency are investigated; in section 4 it is proven that weakly restricted grammars and unrestricted grammars generate the same class of stochastic languages and section 5 presents the inside-outside algorithm for weakly restricted grammars.
Weakly Restricted Stochastic Grammars
~Ib add context-sensitivity to the assignment of probabilities to the application of production rules, we take into account (and distinguish) the occurrences of the nonterminals. Then, for each nonterminal occurrence distinct probabilities can be given for the production rules that can be used to rewrite the nonterminal. This way of assigning probabilities to the application 2Although we found in [7] of production rules seems unknown in literature, although we found some other fornlalisms that were designed to add context-sensitivity to the assignment of probabilities. For instance, the definition of stochastic grammars by Salomaa in [8] is somewhat different from the definition we gave in our introduction: the probability of a production to be applied is here dependent on the production that was last applied.
To escape the bootstrap problem (when a derivations is started, there is no last applied production) an initial stochastic vector is added to the grammar. Weakly restricted stochastic grammars are introduced in [1] . In the following definition Ca, denotes the set of productions for Ai and l~(Ai) denotes the number of right-hand side occurrences of nonterminal A~. NP is more likely to be expanded as a pronoun in subject position than elsewhere. Exactly this dependence on where a nonterminal was introduced can be modeled by using a weakly restricted stochastic grammar. Since in a weakly restricted stochastic grammar the probabilities of applying a production are dependent on the particular occurrence of a nonterminal in the right-hand side of a production, it is useflfl to require that there is only one start production.
The characteristic grammar of a weakly restricted grammar is the underlying context free grammar. The next step is to compute probabilities for strings with respect to weakly restricted stochas~aic grammars. For this purpose a tree is written in terms of its subtrees (trees with a nonterminal as root) as
, in which q is a production, n(q) is the number of nonterminals in the right-hand side of q and tij denotes a (sub)tree with the j-th occurrence of' nonterminal Ai at its root. A tree for which n(q)---0 is written as []. 
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Consistency
In this section consistency of we~kly rest, rict, ed stochastic grammars will be considered. The theory of nmltiwpe hranching processes will be used to come to a similar theorem as is given in [2] for unrestricted stochastic grammars. We order the set of eigenvalues of the first-moment matrix from the largest one to the smallest, such that P: presenl,s the maximum.
Theorem 3.2 A proper weakly restric~ed grammar is consistenl if pl < 1 a'nd is nol consisZcnl if pj > 1
The proof of this theorem is analoguous to the proof of the related theorem in [2] and we will not trea.t it here (see [5] for a proof). From the characteristic equation it follows that the value of p does not influence the consistency of the grannnar. However, looking at the gramnrar we find that it is consistent if p = 0, regardless of probabilities q and r. Therefore, before Theorern 3.2 can be used for checking the consistency of tt~e grammar, the grammar must be stripped of productions having for each nonterminal occurrence probability zero of being applied. [] Definition 3.3 A final class C ofnonterminal occurrences is a subset of tile set of all nontcrminal occurfences having tile property that any occurrence in C has probability 1 of producing, when rewritten using one production rule, exactly one occurrence also in C.
Theorem 3.3 A weakly restricted s~ochastic grammar is consistent if and only if Pl <_ 1 and there are no .final classes.
For the proof of Theorem 3.3 we refer to [5] . Applying this theorem to the example learns us that if q + r = 1, the grammar is consistent if and only if there is no final class of nonterminals. Looking at the grammar we see that there is a final class of occurrences ifq = 1 or r = 1 (or both); the final classes then are {S2},{Ss} and {$2, $3}, respectively; if in addition p = 1, then the final classes are {S1, S2},{S1, $3} and {$1,$2, $3}, respectively. Hence, the grammar is consistent if and only if q + r < 1 A q ¢ 1 A r ¢i 1.
Notice that if q 7~ r then all trees of a ~ have difi~rent probabilities.
Equivalence
In this section we will show that a weakly restricted stochastic grammar can be transformed into an equivalent unrestricted grammar. We define two grammars
G and H to be equivalent if DL(G) = DL(II).
The transformation is pertbrmed as follows. With each nonterminal occurrence Aij in the right-hand side of a production rule associate a new unique nonterminal Aij; for each new nonterminal Aij copy the set of production rules with nonterminal Ai as lefthand side, replace the left-hand sides with Aij and replace in the right-hand sides each nonterminal with its new (associated) nonterminal; assign probability Pijk to the k-th production rule with left-hand side Aij. We formalized this in the following algorithm. The probabilities to be assigned to tim production rules in CA,(j) are deduced from the Ply -~ (Pijl,.. ",PijlCAil) : the ]c-th production rule in CA,(j) is assigned probability pij;:.
Theorem 4.1
For every weakly restricted stochastic grammar there is an unrestricted stochastic grammar which, is distributively equivalent.
Proof We can prove the theorem by proving that the algorithm finds for every weakly restricted grammar an unrestricted grammar that is distributively equivalent. From the algorithm it immediately follows that the languages (without the probabilities) generated by the weakly restricted grammar and the unrestricted grammar generated by the algorithm are equal. The production rules introduced by the algorithm in the unrestricted grammar cannot generate any other strings than the string generated by tile weakly restricted gr~mnnar. Also it. cart be seen l[rom tile algorithm that the unrestricted grammar associates the same probabilities with its strings as tt~e unrestricted grammar. IIence, the theorem holds. [] A corollary of this theorem is that %r each weak]y restrict, ed grammar there exists an unrestricted grammar that is stochaslically equivalent.
q'he time-complexity of the algorithm can easily be found. YWe obserw~ that, if we denote the number of nonterminals in the weakly restricted grammar by k, each step can be done in in O(k) steps. Then the total time complexity is O(k). We, deiine the size of a grannriar to be tile product of the number of nonterminals and the nmnber of productions. The size of the newly created grammar c~al be found to he polynomial in the size of tile weakly restricted gralnm~u'.
Inference
The inside-outside algorithm is originally a reestilnaLion procedure for the rule probabilities of an unrestricted stochastic grammar in Chomksy Normal Form (CNF) [4] . It, takes as input an initial m~re-stricted stochastic grammar (; in CNF and a sampie set b7 of strings and it itcralJvely reestimates rule probabilities to ma~ximize the probability that the grammar would produce the samt)le set,.
The basic idea of" the inside-outside algorithm is l,o tlse the cllrrent rl.tle probabilities to cstirnate from the sample set the expected frequencies of certain derivation steps, and them compute new rule probability estimates as appropriate frequency rates. Therefore, each iteration of the algorithm starts by c~deulating the inside and outside probabilities for all strings in the sample set. These probabilities are. ill fact. probability functions which haw~ as arguments a string w from the sample set, indexe~ which inclicate what substring of w is to be considered, and an occurrence of a nonterminal, say A. With i;hese arguments, the inside proi~abiliw now is the probability that the occurrence of A derives the substring of w; the oulside probability is the probability that the occurrence of nonterminal A appears in the intermediate string of some deriw~tion of string w.
In what follows, we will take I@,V7, as tixed n = Iv~l, ~ -IVrl, and ass.n,e that VN :-{z --A~,,,S' = A1,A2,...,A,~} and l/!t, = {a] .... ,ct~}. By definition it is required t, hat the grammar has one production for start, symbol Z: Z -+ £'. Parallel to the definition of generating fnnctions for weakly restricted grammars, we have to distinguish all nonterminal occurrences in right-hand sides of productions; we remind that the probahility of each production depends on the par: ticular nonterminal occurrence to be rewritten. The inside and outside t>rohabilities now have to he spec: ilied for ea.ch nonterminal occurrence seperately. As already stated in the introduction, the inside-outside algorithm is designed only for context-free grammars in CNI i'. Using 
s,t i<j<k
Similarly, the outsideq~robabilities f'or shorter spans of w can he computed from the inside probabilities and the outside probabilities for longer spans by the following recurrence: Once the inside and outside probabilities are con}-tinted for each string in the sample set E, the reestimated probability of binary rules, ~Kf.,.)0,~t) , and tile reestimated probability of unary rules, ~q(p.,.)(q~), are computed using the following reestimation formulae: /Sv(q.,.)0,.,, ) = and P~ is the probability assigned by the current model to the set of derivations involving some in-
The denominator of the estimates /3p(q.,.)(p~,) and }p(q.r)(ps) estimates the probability that a derivation of a string w C E will involve at least one expansion of the nonterminal occurrence Ap(q.~). The numerator of ])p(q.r)(pa~) estimates the probability that a derivation of a string w C E will involve rule A,~ ~ AqAr, while the numerator of 7~p(q.,,)(pa) estimates the probability that a derivation of a string w ~ E will rewrite Ap to aa. Thus Dp(q.,')(pst) estimates the probability that a rewrite of Ap(q.r) in a string from E will use rule Ap --+ A~A,, and Dp(q.~')(ps) estimates the probability that occurrence Av(q.~ ) in a string from E will be rewritten to a,. Clearly, these are the best current estimates for the binary and unary ruie probabilities. The process is then repeated with the reestimated probabilities until the increase in the estimated probability of the sample set given the model becomes negligible. We presented the inside, outside and (estimated) production probabilities only for the nonterminal occurrences of the form Ap(q.r); for occurrences Ap(qr.) these can simply be found by adapting the equations we have given for them. ']?he reestimation algorithm can be used both to refine the current estimated probabilities of a stochastic grammar and to infer a stochastic grammar from scratch. The former application can be said to be incremental. In the latter case, the initial weakly restricted grammar for the inside-outside algorithm consists of all possible CNF rules over the given sets VN of nonterminals and liT of terminals, with suitable nonzero probabilities assigned to the nontm'minal occurrences.
Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated consistency of weakly restricted stochastic grammars and presented an adapted version of the inside-outside algorithm. Other issues concerning stochastic grammars and especially weakly restricted grammars that are being investigated at the moment are stochastic grammatical inference and parsing using weakly restricted grammars. By stochastic grammatical inference we mean grammatical inference whereby the production probabilities are computed simultaneously. Consistency of stochastic grammars and stochastic inference will be treated in full in the master thesis of H.W.L. ter Doest, which is to appear in 1994 [5] .
